Vimar - 01860.60 - Transformer 20-60W

**Code** 01860.60

**Family** Lighting components / Devices / Transformers

**Description** Transformer 20-60W

**Long Description** Dimmable electronic transformer for extra low voltage halogen lamps, 20-60 W 12 V~ (SELV) output, supply voltage 230-240 V~ 50-60 Hz

**Product Status** 2 - Will be discontinued

**Minimum order quantity** 1 NR

### Sheets, Manuals

- Trasformatore elettronico dimmerabile (248 kb)

### Certifications

- 09. VDE - Germany
- 10. EAC Eurasian Customs Union
- 37. Marking - Morocco
- 96. Electrotechnical expert (download)

### Technical data
**Class group:** Light control

**Class:** Transformer for low voltage light system

**Type of transformer:** Electronic transformer

**Safety transformer:** Yes

**Input voltage:** 230 - 240 v

**Output voltage:** 9 - 15 v

**Power:** 20 - 60 W

**Connection type primary side:** Screw connection

**Connection type secondary side:** Screw connection

**Surface-mounted:** Yes

**Built-in:** Yes

**Material housing:** Plastic

**Colour:** Other

**Dimmable:** Yes

**Short-circuit protected:** Yes

**Overload protection:** Yes

**Overtemperature protection:** Yes

**With secondary automatic circu:** No

**Number of output positions (pa):** 2

**Length:** 39 mm

**Width:** 149 mm

**Height:** 27 mm

**Diameter:** 0 mm

**Packaging**

Code: 8007352240476

**Quantity**

1 NR

**Dim.**

15.2x4.1x3.3 [cm]

**Weight**

136.53 [g]
Legal

Vimar reserves the right to change at any time and without notice the characteristics of the products reported.

Installation should be carried out by qualified staff in compliance with the current regulations regarding the installation of electrical equipment in the country where the products are installed.

For the terms of use of the information on the product info sheet see conditions of use.